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In 1975 A. Connes proved the fundamental result that injective factors on a 
separable Hilbert space are hypertinite. In this paper a new proof of this result is 
presented in which the most technical parts of Connes proof are avoided. Par- 
ticularly the proof does not rely on automorphism group theory. The starting point 
in this approach is Wassermann’s imple proof of injective = semidiscrete together 
with Choi and Elfros’ characterization of semidiscrete von Neumann algebras as 
those von Neumann algebras N for which the identity map on N has an 
approximate completely positive factorization through n x n-matrices. 0 1985 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Without doubt, the most important progress in the theory of von 
Neumann algebras during the last decade is Connes’ deep analysis of 
automorphism groups of factors [8; 6; and 7, Sects. 241 which culminated 
with the proof of the uniqueness of the hyperfinite II,-factor and in the 
complete classification of hyperfinite factors of type IIIA, A# 1 (cf. 
[7, Sects. 5-71). The key to those results of hyperlinite factors is Connes’ 
characterization of hyperlinite factors as the injective subfactors of B(H), 
i.e., those factors which are range of a projection of norm 1 in B(B(H)), 
and the proof of this characterization occupies the main part of the paper 
[7] and uses the full automorphism group machinery as well as McDuffs 
central sequence techniques from [ 111. 
In this paper we present a proof of the equivalence of injectivity and 
hyperfiniteness, which avoids the most technical parts in Connes’ proof. 
Particularly we do not use the automorphism group machinery, and only 
the definition of ultrapowers is needed from McDuffs paper on central 
sequences. 
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We will now sketch the main steps in our proof. Note first that one only 
has to prove that injective 3 hyperlinite because the converse implication is 
quite easy: Schwartz proved in [24] that the cornmutant of a hypertinite 
factor N is injective, so by Tomita-Takesaki theory, N is itself injective (see 
also [ 171). By definition, a factor N on a separable Hilbert space is hyper- 
finite if there exists an increasing sequence (F;)jE N of finite-dimensional 
subfactors, such that UitN F, is strongly dense in N. However, to prove 
that a factor is hypertinite, it is sufficient to show that for every finite set 
x,,..., x, in N and every a-strong* neighbourhood U of 0 there exist n 
elements JJ,,..., y, in a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, such that 
x,-y,~ U for k= l,..., n. This criterion for hypertiniteness was proved by 
Murray and von Neumann for finite factors [22], and by Elliott and 
Woods for properly infinite factors [15]. 
The starting point in our proof of injective + hyperfinite is condition 
“semidiscrete,” due to Effros and Lance [ 121. More precisely, we need the 
following reformation of semidiscreteness given by Choi and Effros in [4]: 
A von Neumann algebra N is semidiscrete iff the identity map on N has 
an approximate factorization through complex m x m-matrices M,, in the 
sense that there exist integers (m,)lcn and two nets of a-weakly continuous 
completely positive maps S,: N + M,, , T, : M,ni -+ N (2 E /i ), such that 
S;.( 1) = 1, Ti,( 1) = 1, and T, 0 S;(x) converges a-weakly to x for all x E N. 
It follows from Connes’ work [7] that injectivity is equivalent to 
semidiscreteness (for factors on a separable Hilbert space) and thanks to 
the work of Wassermann [28], this equivalence can be obtained without 
using the deep parts of Connes’ work (see also Section 1 of this paper). 
In Section 2 we give a quite simple proof of semidiscrete = hyperhnite in 
the case of a properly infinite factor N. Given n unitaries uI ,..., U, E N and a 
o-weak neighbourhood V of 0, we can by use of the approximate fac- 
torization through matrix algebras find a finite-dimensional subfactor F of 
N, n operators y,,..., y, in the closed unit ball of F, and a completely 
positive map T: F + N, such that T( 1) = 1 and 
T(Y,)-u,E K k = l,..., n. 
By a result essentially due to Kasparov (see Remark 2.3), there exists an 
isometry u E N, such that 
T(x) = u*xu, x E F. 
Next, by approximating v by unitaries in N in the o-strong topology, one 
can obtain that 
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for some unitary operator in N. Using a little more effort one obtains that 
w*y,w is also close to uk in the a-strong* topology, and since w*Fw is a 
finite-dimensional factor in N, we have shown that semidiscrete * hyper- 
finite for properly infinite factors. 
If one tries to implement he above ideas in the case of a II,-factor, one 
runs into several problems. First, it turns out that one needs that the 
approximate factorization ( SA 0 T,), t ,, through m x m-matrices can be 
chosen such that 
tr,oS,=t and TO T= tr,,,, 
where tr, and z are the tracial states on M, and N, respectively. This is 
solved in Section 3 by use of some lengthy, but relatively simple matrix 
manipulations. Second, the above-mentioned result of Kasparov is false in 
the II,-case, and has to be replaced by the following result (cf. Section 5): 
If T is a completely positive map from a finite-dimensional subfactor F of 
a III-factor N, such that T( 1) = 1 and t 0 T = r, then for every 6 > 0, there 
exists a sequence (ui)ieN in N, such that 
and 
II T(x)- f a:xaj x E F. i= I 
From this one can derive that for any finite set u 1 ,..., u, of unitaries in a 
semidiscrete II ,-factor and for every 6 > 0, there exist n unitaries u I ,..., v, in 
a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, such that 
,z, u*a,= ,r, a;uf = 1 
and 
f lIv,~;--a,~,ll:<& k = l,..., n. 
;= I 
(*I 
The most difficult part of our proof is to show that for every E > 0, there is 
a 6 > 0 only depending on N, n, and E, such that (*) implies the existence of 
a unitary w E N, for which 
II w*uI, w - Uk II 2 < E, k = l,..., n. (**) 
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The implication (*) * (**) is obtained in Section 4 by a somewhat ricky 
ultraproduct argument. It is clear that (**) completes the proof of 
semidiscrete * hyperlinite in the II,-case. 
In Section 6, we discuss some extensions of our proof. Particularly, we 
show how one can extract a proof for the uniqueness of the hyperfinite II,- 
factor which uses neither the concept of injectivity nor that of 
semidiscreteness. 
1. RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT INJECTIVITY AND SEMIDISCRETENESS 
In [12] Effros and Lance defined a von Neumann N algebra to be 
semidiscrete if it satisfies the following condition: 
(Sl) There exists a net (Ri)A,, of completely positive, a-weakly con- 
tinuous maps from N to N such that R,( 1) = 1, each R, has linite-dimen- 
sional range, and R,(x) converges a-weakly to x for all x E N. 
Moreover they proved [12, Proposition 4.51 that if N acts on a Hilbert 
space H, then (S 1) is equivalent to 
(S2) For every n E N and every a, ,..., a, E N, b, ,..., b, E N’ (com- 
mutant of N), 
Later, Choi and Effros showed in [4, pp. 75-761 that (Sl) and (S2) are 
equivalent to 
(S3) There exist positive integers (m,),, n and nets of a-weakly con- 
tinuous completely positive maps SA : N + M,;, T, : M,, + N (A E ,4), such 
that S,( 1) = 1, TA( 1) = 1, and T, 0 S,(x) converges a-weakly to x for all 
XEN. 
The main task in the paper [4] was to prove that a C*-algebras is nuclear 
if and only if it satisfies the C*-algebra version of condition (S3), and it is 
only mentioned as a remark in the end of the paper that the same method 
applies to prove the eigenvalence of semidiscreteness and (S3). Using an 
idea of Kirchberg [20], Torpe has given a somewhat simpler proof of the 
equivalence of (Sl), (S2), and (S3) (cf. [27]). In Section 2 and Section 3 we 
shall need that the nets (S,) and (T,) in (S3) can be chosen such that 
(T,o S,)(x) converges to x in the a-strong* topology for all XE N. This 
follows from a standard convexity argument using the fact that the set of 
maps R: N + N, which has a completely positive factorization through 
m x m-matrices, forms a convex set (cf. proof of [4, Lemma 2.23). 
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A von Neumann algebra N on a Hilbert space H is injective if there 
exists a projection EE B(B(H)) of norm 1 of B(H) onto N. Such a projec- 
tion is automatically a conditional expectation, i.e., E is positive and 
E(axb) = aE(x) 6, a,bEN,xEB(H) 
(cf. [26]). Effros and Lance proved that semidiscrete + injective, while the 
converse implication came out of Connes’ work of injective factors [7] for 
factors on a separable Hilbert space. Shortly after Wassermann found a 
direct proof of injective * semidiscreteness (in the sense of (S2)), removing 
at the same time the factor condition and the separability condition 
(cf. [28]). He proves first that injective * (S2) in the semilinite case, and 
next he reduces the type III case to the semilinite case by use of continuous 
crossed products (cf. [25]). In [9], Connes gave a further simplification of 
Wassermann’s argument in the semifinite case. 
2. PROOF OF INJECTIVE * HYPERFINITE IN 
THE PROPERLY INFINITE CASE 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra and let F be a finite- 
dimensional subfactor. Let T be a completely positive map from F to N. Then 
there exist d = dim(N) operators a, ,..., ad in N such that 
T(x)= c a*xaj, x E F. 
i=l 
If N is properly infinite there is a single operator a EN, such that 
T(x) = a*xa, x E F. 
Proof: Let (eo)ij= I,...,~ be a system of matrix units for F. By 
[3, Lemma 2.11, 
f T(e,)Oe,i 
i,j = 1 
is a positive operator in N @ F. Let b E (N @ F) + be the square root of this 
operator. Then 
b= 2 b,Oeii, b,jE N 
i,j= 1 
and 
iYe,,)= f b,*,bkj, i,j= l,,.., m. 
k=I 
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Now, define d = m2 operators in N by 
m 
akl= 1 e,,bki, 
i= I 
k, 1 = I,..., m. 
Then, for i,j = l,..., m 
a,Qiiak,= f b*.e .e -e b kJ I.% ,, II kt=bk*iellbkj. 
,s.t= 1
Thus 
2 ak*( egakl= fj b,fibkj= T(eii) 
k,l = I k=l 
which implies that 
2 a,*,xa,,= T(x) 
k,l= 1 
for all x E F. This proves the first part of Proposition 2.1. Assume next that 
N is properly infinite. Choose d operators a,,..., ad, such that 
T(x)= 2 a*xa,, 
i=l 
Since the relative cornmutant of F in N is also properly infinite, we can 
choose d isometries II, ,..., vde F’ n N with pairwise orthogonal ranges. Put 
d 
x E F. 
a= C via,. 
i= 1 
Since UT ui = 1 and vi u, = 0 for i #j we find that for all x E N, 
d 
a*xa = 1 a: v*xvja, 
i,j= 1 
d d 
= c a*xvFvjaj= c a,*xa,= T(x). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
For any normal state cp on a von Neumann algebra N we put 
,,x,,; =yl(x*x;xx*)1’2, XEN. 
580162!2-4 
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Note that for any unitary operator U, llull,# = 1. Moreover, a net (xi) in N 
converges a-strong* to an operator x E N, if and only if 
iim llxi-xll,” =0 
I 
for all normal states cp on N. 
THEOREM 2.2. A properly infinite injective factor N on a separable 
Hilbert space is hyperfinite. 
Proof: By [ 15, Theorem 3) it is sufficient o show that for any finite set 
Xl ,..., x, of operators in N, for any normal state q, and for any E > 0, there 
exists a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, and y, ,..., y, E F, such that 
IIXk-YkIl; <G k = l,..., n. 
Moreover, since N is spanned by its unitary operators, it is sufficient to 
consider unitary operators x1 ,..., x, E N. So let u1 ,..., U, be unitary operators 
in N, let q be a normal state on N, and let E > 0. 
Put 6 = s*/4. Since N is semidiscrete (cf. Section 1 ), there exist m E N, and 
completely positive maps 
S: N+M, and TM,+N 
such that S(l)= 1, T(l)= 1, and 
11 To s(“k) - uk 11,” < h k = l,..., n. 
Since N is properly infinite, it contains a finite-dimensional subfactor F 
isomorphic to M,. So we can in the following consider S as a map from N 
to F and T as a map from F to N. By Proposition 2.1, there exists an 
operator u E N, such that 
T(x) = u*xu, x E F. 
Note that v is an isometry, because T( 1) = 1. We may assume that N acts 
on a Hilbert space H, such that 
v(x) = c&I, tlo) 
for some unit vector tO+z H. Put 
xk = s(“k), k = I,..., n. 
Then llxkll d 1 and 
Ib*xku--kI,; <h k = l,..., n. 
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Hence 
for k = l,..., n. 
From the first inequality it follows that 
I(u*xku~o, uk&- 11 <2”*6 
which implies that 
Re(x,ut,, 0~4~5~) > 1- 2”*6. 
Similarly, 
Re(x,*&, vu,* to) > 1 - 2”*6. 
Since any isometry in a properly infinite von Neumann algebra can be 
approximated strongly with unitary operators, there exists a unitary 
operator w E N, such that 
Re(x,w[,, wuktO) > 1 - 26 
Re(x,* wt,, WU~~~) > 1 - 23 
for k = l,..., n. Since 
II&al II d 1 and Il4T 40 II G 1, 
this implies that 
/Ix~w~~-w~~~~II*~~-~R~(~,~~,, wuk5d 
<46 
and similarly 
Hence 
IIw*xkw-uukII; <(46)“*=&. 
Now, put y, = w*xk w, k = l,..., n. Then y, ,..., y, are contained in the finite- 
dimensional subfactor F, = w*Fw of N, and 
IIY,-Al,” <G k = l,..., IZ. 
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Remark 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is inspired by Kasparov’s 
generalization of Stinespring’s theorem (cf. [ 19, Theorem 3( 1 )] ). Using 
Kasparov’s method on IV*-Hilbert modules instead of C*-Hilbert modules, 
one easily gets that any completely positive map T from a separable unital 
C*-algebra A into a properly infinite von Neumann algebra N for which 
T(l)= 1 is of the form 
T(x) = 0*x(x) u 
where rc is a unital representation of A in N and u is an isometry in N. This 
can be used instead of Proposition 2.1 in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
However, the first part of Proposition 2.1 is needed in the II,-case. 
3. FACTORIZATIONS THROUGH MATRIX ALGEBRAS IN THE II,-CASE 
If N is an injective III-factor, then the identity on N has an approximate 
factorization through m x m-matrices 
where GWldA and U’hA are nets of completely positive unit preserving 
maps (cf. Section 1). The aim of this section is to show that one can choose 
an approximate factorization, such that, furthermore, 
z 0 TA = t,;,, t m,, o s, = 5, 
where r and t,;, are the tracial states on N and M,;, respectively (cf. 
Proposition 3.5). 
Throughout this section N is a finite factor with tracial state r. For m E N 
tr, denotes the tracial state on the m x m-matrices M,. Note that 
1 
t,=-Tr, 
m 
where Tr is the usual trace on M,. We put 
IIXIIZ = L(x*x)1’2, XEM, 
and 
IlYll*=~(Y*YY~ y E N. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let T be a completely positive map from M, to N such that 
T( 1) = 1, and assume that T is faithful. Put 
cp(x) = ~0 T(x), XEM, 
and let h EM,,, be the positive operator for which 
dx) = tr,(hx), XEM,. 
Then 
( 1) There is a unique linear map S from N to M,, such that 
tr,,(h”*S( y) h”*x*) = 5( yT(x)*) 
for all y E N and all x E M,. Moreover, S is completely positive, 
S(l)= 1 and cp o S(Y) = T(Y), y E N. 
(2) For all xEM,, 
Proof. Note tirst that h is a positive, self-adjoint m x m-matrix, and 
since T is faithful, all the eigenvalues of h are strictly positive. 
(1) If S, , S2 satisfy the condition in (l), then for y E N, 
tr,(h”*S,( y) h”*x*) = trm(h1/*S2( y) h”*x*) 
for all x E M,,,. This implies that 
h”*S,( y) h”* = h”‘S,( y) h”* 
and consequently S,(y) = S,(y). This proves the uniqueness. Let s be the 
inner product on M, defined by 
s(x,, x2) = tr,(h”*x, h”*x:), x1, X*EM,. 
Note that s is positive definite because 
s(x,, x2) = tr,((h’j4x, h”4)(h1’4x2h’/4)*). 
Let TO be the map T considered as a linear map from the Hilbert space 
(M,, S) to the Hilbert space L2(N, r), let 
T,* : L*(N, 7) + (AI,, s) 
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be the adjoint operator, and let S be the restriction of T,* to N. Then, 
clearly 
tr,(h”2S(y) h”*x*) = t(yT(x)*), XEM,,~E N. 
Moreover, for all x E M, 
tr,(h1i2S( 1) h”2~*) = z 0 T(x*) = tr,(hx*). 
Hence h’12S( 1) hl’* = h and thus S( 1) = 1. For y E N we have also 
9 0 S(y) = tr,(h’/2S( y) II”‘) = r(yT( l)*) = r(y). 
To prove that S is completely positive, we will use the fact that an operator 
a in a finite factor M is positive if and only if 
z&Jab) 2 0 for all b E M, . 
Here, r,+, is the normalized trace on M. 
Let n E N, let (eq)ij, I,.,., nbe the matrix units in M,, let Z,, be the unit in 
M,, and let id,, be the identity map on M,. Put 
SC”) = S Q id n, T’“) = T@ id “. 
We shall prove that S’“’ IS a positive map for all n EN. Let 
and 
i,j= 1 
Then 
(tr,@ tr,)((h1’2@In) S@‘(U)(~~‘~OI,,) b*) 
=i $ tr,(h”‘S(aV) h”‘b$) 
*J= 1 
=; ,$ z(avT(bo)*) 
&J= 1 
= (z @ tr,)(aT(“)(b)*), 
Since T(“) is positive, the last expression is non-negative for a E (N 0 M,) + 
and b E (M, 0 M,) + . Hence 
(h”*Qz,) S(“‘(a)(h”2Qz,)E (M,QM,)+ 
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for all a E (NO M,) + . Therefore also S’“‘(a) 3 0, which shows that S’“’ is a 
positive map for all n EN. 
(2) The composed map To S is a completely positive map from N to 
N, 
(ToS)(l)= 1 and zo(ToS)=cpoS=~ 
Hence, by the Schwartz inequality for completely positive maps (see 
[2, Corollary 2.81) 
Il(ToWx)ll,~ Ilxll~, XEN. 
Equivalently, 
II To To* II G 1, 
where TO is the map T considered as a linear map between the Hilbert 
spaces (M,, s) and L2(N, r). Thus 
i.e., 
IIT(x) d s(x, x) = tr,(1z1’2xh1’2x*), XEM,. 
This completes the proof. 
If cp is a normal state on a von Neumann algebra M, we put, as in Sec- . 
tion 2, 
,lxll,# =cp (x*y*)“2, XEM. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let cp be a state on M,, of the form 
cp(x) = tr,(hx), XEM,,, 
where h has strictly positive rational eigenvalues. Then there exist q E N and 
completely positive maps T: M, --* M, and S: M, + M, such that 
(a) T(I)= 1, S(l)= 1, 
(b) cpoS=tr,, tryoT=q, 
(c) llSoT(x)-xlj,# d I(h”2x-xh”2112, XEM,. 
Proof. We may assume that h is an m x m-diagonal matrix with positive 
rational diagonal elements A, ,..., A,,,. Thus we can choose positive integers 
p, ,..., pm, q such that 
‘Ai=& i= 1 ,..., m. 
m 4’ 
Since tr,,(h) = 1, we have x7! L pi = q. 
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A q x q-matrix y can be represented by a block matrix 
Y=(Yij)i~=l...m9 3 1 
where each yl, is a pi x pi-matrix. Let F,, denote the p, x pj-matrix given by 
(Fv,,., = 1, k=l 
NJ,, = 0, k#l 
and let fii denote the q x q-matrix with block matrix 
(fij)iy = F,,, i’ = i,j’ =j 
tfJi:i.=o, otherwise. 
Note that the number 1 occurs min{pi,pj} times in Fv and fi,., Let 
(e,)iJ= l,,,,,m be the matrix units in M, and define a linear map T from M, 
to M, by 
T(j~,xije,)=,.~~x~/,. x~EC- 
It is clear that T( 1) = 1. Moreover, for i #j 
tr,o T(e,) = tr,(&) = 0 = tr,(he,) 
and 
Hence, 
tr,o T(eii) = tr,,&) =s =i = tr,(heji). 
trqO T(x)= tr,,,(hx)= q(x), XEM,. 
To see that T is completely positive, put 
p=max{~~,...,p,} 
and let yti be the element in IV,,,, given by the m x m-block matrix 
(TJ,,,,, = f,? i’ = i,j’ = j
t.Tij)~.,’ = OT otherwise, 
where Z, is the p xp-unit matrix. The map T from M, to M, defined by 
i.(,,~~X~e,)-,,~~X~~j, XqEC 
is a * -representation and therefore completely positive. 
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However, for x E M,, T(x) is a q x q-diagonal square submatrix of T(x), 
namely, the submatrix obtained by representing T(x) as an m x m-block 
matrix with elements in AI,, and taking the pi xpj-submatrix in the upper 
left corner of the (i, j)th block for i, j = l,..., m. Therefore T is of the form 
T(x) = d(x) e, XEM,, 
where e is a q-dimensional projection in M,,. This shows that T is com- 
pletely positive. 
By Lemma 3.1 there exists a (unique) linear map S from M, to M,, such 
that 
tr,(h”‘S( y) Iz”~x*) = tr,( yT(x)*), XEM,,YEM”,. 
Moreover, S is completely positive, S( 1) = 1, and 
For k, I= l,..., m, 
cpoS(y) = tr,(yL YEMy. 
tr,(hl”S( y) h’/*e,*,) = tr,( yT(e,,)*) = tr,( yfk*c). 
Hence the (k, I)th element of the m x m-matrix h’12S( y) h”* is m tr,( yf,&). 
This implies that the (k, I)th element of the matrix S(y) is 
ml, ‘/*A; Ii2 tr,( yf&) = qp,p “*q; ‘I2 tr,( yf$). 
From the definition ofAi, i, j= l,..., m, one easily has 
and 
tr,(L&) = 0 if (i,j) # (k, I). 
Therefore the (i,j)th element of the matrix 
So T(e+) = Wi,) 
is 
and all other elements of the matrix are zero. Hence 
So T(e,) = (PlqiJp”* minIpi, 4i) ei,. 
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For any m x m-matrix x = (xq)i,j= 1,...,m we have 
([lx/lz)“=ktr,(h(x*x+xx*)) 
= f tr,(x*(xh + hx)) 
Hence 
=& .g (ni+Aj) lx&2 
L,J = 1 
=$ ,z (Pi+Pj) Ixg12. 
b- 1 
w~T(x)ll~Y=~ g (P;+p,)(I-min{pi~pj~ 2 lx,j12, 
I,, - 1 d-j PiPj 
IfPiGPj, 
(1-(pipj)-“2min{pi,pj})2= l- 5 
( L.i)‘2)2 
=+ (py*-p,;y 
J 
d .& (pi” -pf’2)2. 
1 I 
By symmetry the formula holds also for pi >pj. Hence 
On the other hand the (i,j)th element of the matrix II’/~x-x/z~/~ is 
(A,“’ - A;“) xii. Thus 
Ilh 
1 In ‘/2x-&p/l;- 
m. 
c (j1;/*-4/2)2 [Xii12 
r,,= 1 
=; ,g (p!‘2-p.f’2)2 Ixii12. 
h., I 
This proves the inequality stated in Lemma 3.2. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let m E N and let T be a completely positive map from M, 
into a III-factor N. For any E > 0, there exists a completely positive operator 
T’from M, to N, such that IIT’- T/I <E, T’(l)= 1, and 
(z 0 T’)(x) = tr,Jh’x) 
where h’ E M,: has strictly positive rational eigenvalues. 
Proof: Let h E M,+ be the matrix for which 
(cp 0 T)(x) = tr,(hx). 
We may assume that h is a diagonal matrix. Let A, ,..., I,, be the diagonal 
elements of h, then Ai >, 0, and 
Put 6 = min{s/4, I} and choose rational numbers q, ,..., qm such that 
(l-6)i,<q,<li if j+ # 0 
qi=o if ;lj=O. 
Put pLi = qJ%, if II, # 0 and ,U~ = 1 if Ai = 0. Moreover, let b be the diagonal 
matrix with diagonal elements 11, ,..., ,u~,. Clearly, 
(l-6)l<b<l. 
Define a linear map T from M, to N by 
T’(x) = T(b”*xb”‘) + tr,,(x) T( 1 - b), x E M,, . 
Then T is completely positive and T( 1) = 1. Moreover, for x E M,, 
11 T(x) - T’(x)11 d IIx- b”2xb1’211 + II 1 - bll llxll 
=fil(l +b”2)x(1 -b”*)+(l -b”*)x(l +b”*)11 
+ Ill -bll Ilxll 
<(Ill +bli211 /I1 -b1’211 + II1 --hII) llxll 
d (26 + 6) Ilxll. 
Hence 
I/T- TII <36<s. 
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For XE M,, 
‘I 0 T(x) = tr,(hb1’2xb1’2) +tr,(x) tr,(h( 1 - b)) 
= tr,(h’x), 
where 
h’=hb+tr,(h(l -b)) 1. 
The matrix h’ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 
Since ‘j$= 1 1, = m, 2; ,..., Ai,, are rational numbers. Moreover, 
1: 2 (l/m) C,“= I (Aj- qj) > 0 for all i, because llj > qj when Ai # 0. 
LEMMA 3.4. Lef N be an injectivefactor of type II, with tracial state t. 
Let u1 ,..., u, be a finite set of unitaries in N, and let E > 0. Then there exist 
q E N, a completely positive map Tfrom M, to N, and n operators y1 ,..., y, in 
M,,such that IIykll<l,k=l,...,n, T(l)=l,zoT=tr,,and 
/I T( Y/c) - uk /I 2 < 6 k = I,..., n. 
Proof Let 6ER+. Since N is semidiscrete (cf. Section I), there exist 
rn~ N and completely positive maps S,: N + M, and T, : M, + N, such 
that 
and 
S,(l)= 1, T,(l)= 1 
IIT, OS,(%)- U/c llz<h k = l,..., n. 
Put xk = S,(uk), k = l,..., n. Note that llxk II d 1 and 
ItT,(%-uk1i,<6> k = l,..., n. 
By Lemma 3.3 we can choose a completely positive map T, from M, to N, 
such that T,( 1) = 1 and 
7 CJ T,(x) = tr,(hx), 
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where h is a positive, self-adjoint matrix, with strictly positive rational 
eigenvalues, and such that 
II TZ(Xk) - Uk II 2 < 4 k = l,..., n. 
Put 
cp(x) = tr,(hx), XEM,. 
By Lemma 3.2 there exist qE N, and completely positive maps 
T, : M, + M, and S, : M, -+ M,, such that 
S,(l)= 1, T,(l)= 1 
cp 0 S, = tr,, tr, 0 TX = cp 
and such that 
for x~A4,. For k E {l,..., IZ} 
JJIz”~x, - ~,h’/~ll: = tr,(hx,x: + /2x:x, - 2/1~‘~x,h”~x:) 
= fp(xkx;,*) + q(xk*xk) - 2 tr,(h”2xkh’/2xk*) . 
6 2 - 2 tr,(h”2x,h’/2xk*). 
By Lemma 3.1(2), 
tr,,,(h”2x,h1’2x~) 2 II T2(xk)JI: 
>(Il4II2- II~~-T~(xJI~)~ 
> (l-6)2 
3 l-26. 
Hence 
which implies that 
)I h “ZXk - Xk h 1’2 11; < 46, 
11 (s, o Tdxk) - xk II ,” < 2i51’2. 
Put yk = T3(xk), k = l,..., n, and put T = T, o S,. Clearly, 
IIYk 11 G lixk II d l. 
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By the Schwartz inequality for completely positive maps, we get for 
XEM,, 
II GM: = I$TAx)*T*(x) + T,(x) TAX)*) 
<+~T,(x*x+xx*) 
= (llxll,” J2. 
Hence 
II KY,) - ~*Wll2 = II T,(uY,) -&)ll2 
G IIS3(Yk)-XkI,; 
= II(‘%’ T3)(Xk) - xkII; 
< 26 ‘I2 
which implies that 
/IT(y,)-ukII,<b+261’2, k = l,..., n. 
By definition T is a completely positive map from M, to N, T(1) = 1, and 
ZOT=(zDTz)DS~=(PoS3=try. 
Since 6 was arbitrary, we have proved Lemma 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let N be an injective factor of type II,. For every 
finite set x, ,..., x, of operators in N and every E > 0, there exist m EN, and 
completely positive maps 
S: N+ M,, T:M,+N 
such that 
and 
S(l)= 1, T(l)= 1 
tr,oS=t 3 toT=tr, 
11 (To s)(x,) - xk 112 < ET k = l,..., n. 
ProoJ Since N is spanned by its unitary operators, it is sufficient to 
consider unitary operators xl,..., x, E N. Let E > 0 and choose q E N, 
y, ,..., y, E M,, and a completely positive map T from M, to N such that 
the properties stated in Lemma 3.4 are satisfied (uk = xk, k = l,..., n). By 
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Lemma 3.1( 1) there exists a completely positive map S from N to M,, such 
that 
tr,(S(y)x*)=z(yT(x)*), XEM,, YEN 
and such that 
S(l)= 1, tr, 0 s = 7. 
Since also r( 1) = 1 and t 0 T = try, the Schwartz inequality for completely 
positive maps gives 
II W)ll, G IIXllZ> XEM, 
llS(Y)ll*~ lIYII*r YEN. 
For k = l,..., n, 
I~tS(u,) yk*)l = It(~/cT(yk)*Il 
= IT(~) - ddu,c - T(yk))*)l 
2 1 - lb* II2 11% - T(YkNlZ 
>l-E. 
Hence, 
IIW&YI/~= IIW+.Jll~+ IIY,II:-~R~~(S(~,)~,*) 
<2-2{1 -E) 
= 2E. 
Therefore, 
IIT~S(u,)-u,/I,~ItT(S(u,)-y,)ll,+ IIT(-kII, 
< (2&p* + E. 
Since E is arbitrary, we are done. 
4. A TECHNICAL RESULT 
Throughout this section N is a II,-factor with tracial state z. We put 
llxl] 2 = t(x*xfl’* for x E N. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Two n-tuples (ui,..., u,), (or,..., 0,) of unitary operators 
in N are called b-related if there exists a sequence (aihE N of operators in N, 
such that 
f ara;= jJ a,a*= 1 
i=l I= 1 
and 
f I~aiu,-u,ai~~~<6 fork= l,...,n. 
i=l 
THEOREM 4.2. Let N be a II,-factor with (racial state T. For every n E N 
and every E >O, there exists a 6(n, E) >O, such that for any two 6(n, E)- 
related n-tuples of unitary operators (ul ,..., u,), (v,,..., v,) in N, there exists a 
unitary operaior w E N, such that 
IIwuk-vkwl12<~ fork= l,..., n. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we shall need the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (q,..., u,), (u,,..., 0,) be two d-related n-tuples of unitary 
operators in N. For any fixed integer r E N, there exist b, ,..., b, E N, such that 
i brb,-1 2<z 
i= 1 II 2 r 
and 
iF, lIbiu,-o,bi~~~<3n~, k=l,..., n. 
Proof Choose a sequence (a,),, N of operators in N that satisfies the 
conditions in Definition 4.1. We can choose p E N, such that 
and 
Let Q = ((s,,..., sp)) sic C, lsil = 1) be the p-dimensional torus, and let dw 
be the normalized Haarmeasure on Q. For o E R, we denote the coordinate 
functions sr(w),..., ~~(0). Put 
A(w)= f s,(m) a,, coEi-2. 
Y= 1 
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We will show that one can choose or ,..., CO, E 52, such that the r operators 
bi= r-“‘A(o,), i = l,..., r 
satisfy the conditions. 
Since s,(o),..., sp(w) are orthogonal unitvectors in L2(Q, do) we get 
I A(w)*A(o) du= i a*a, n i= I
s A(w)A(w)*du= -f a,a* a i=l 
and 
for k = l,..., n. The proof of the next estimate can be found in [ 16, Proof of 
Lemma 4.11, but for the convenience of the reader we repeat it here: 
It is clear that 
s (A(w)*,~(w))~ dw a 
= s,(o) sj(o) s,Jo) s,(w) dw a,Fajaza,. 
The summation is over all i,j, k, 1 E { l,..., p}. Since s1 ,..,, s,, are independent 
random variables on the probability space (Q, do), and since 
I sj(w) do = 0 D 
the integral 
is zero unless i, j, k, I are pairwise equal. Since also 
1 
R 
~~(0)~ dw = !” si(w)* do = 0 
n 
non-zero terms can only occur if (a) i =j, k = I, i # k, (b) i = I, k =j, i # k, 
or (c) i=j=k=l. 
SXO.‘h2’2-5 
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In all three cases (a), (b), (c), 
s- Si(0) Sj(0) Sk(O) S/(O) = 1.R
Therefore 
s (A(o)*A(o)); do = 1 a,*aia,*a,+ 1 U,*UkU,*Ui+C (U,*Ui)2 R i#k ifk I 
Since Cp= 1 a,+ ai < 1 and Cf= 1 aia* 6 1, we have 
I (~I(o)*A(o))~dod2. R 
Similarly one gets 
s (A(w) A(w)*)~ do d 2. R 
Put Q’=Qx ... xQ. Then 
+ C j ~(A(wi)*A(wi) A(wj)*A(Wj)) dOI ... da, 
i#./ x2’ 
=Y s $(4w)*No))2) do R 
+ r(r - 1) (r e(A(w)*A(w)) do . R > 
2 
Thus, by the above estimates, 
j II R’ i a(w,)*~(~i)~~2do,-d~~<2r+r(r-l) i=l 2 
=r 
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Moreover, 
Therefore 
and similarly 
3 =- 
r 
Finally, for k = l,..., n, 
Put now 
(u,,...,w,)ER’I; $ IIA(oj)u,-u,A(w,)11:33n6 
r--l 
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for k = l,..., n. For any Bore1 subset H of Q’ we put 
IHI =j-~dw,...dco,. 
By the inequalities proved above, 
V-4 <;> IFI < ;, lG,cl& k = l,..., n. 
Therefore 
lQ’\(Eu Fu G, u . . u G,)I > 0. 
Hence, we can choose 
(o,,...,w,)~Q’\(EuFuG,u ... uG,). 
Put b, = Y -“*A(o,), i = l,..., r. Then the inequalities stated in the lemma are 
satisfied. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (ul ,..., u,), (vl ,..., u,) be two h-related n-tuples of unitary 
operators in N. For any fixed integer r E N, there exist c, ,..., c, E N, such that 
llci )I Q r1j2, and 
k = l,..., n. 
Proof: The lemma is trivial for r = 1 (put c1 = 0), so we will assume that 
r > 2. Define two real functions g, h on [0, 00 [ by 
k?(t) = 1 for Obt<r 
g(t) = (r/t)1’2 for t > r, 
and put 
h(t)=tg(t)*=t for O<tbr 
h(t) = tg(t)2 = r for t > r. 
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We can choose operators b, ,..., 6, EN that satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
4.3. Put 
ci=g(bibF) bi= b;g(b,+bi), i=l r. ,..., 
Then c*c, =f(bTbi) and cicT =f(bibT). Thus llciII <r”*, i= l,..., r. Since 
r>,2, 
t-r+t- *)* for all t E R. 
Therefore 
o<l-i(t)+-l)*, t> 1. 
Moreover 
t -f(t) = 0, O<t<l. 
Hence 
O<b,+b;-f(bfb&((b:b,-l)+)*. 
Put di = (b,+ hi - 1) + , i = l,..., r, and put 
Since di 3 0 we have 
lldiII;=z(d;(b,+bi- 1)) 
6 t(d;d) 
6 lIdill lldll2. 
Hence ((dj (( 2 < ((d(( 2 for i = l,..., r. Therefore 
r(b:b,-C:Ci)~~r(((blb.- l),)‘) 
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It is clear that 
Therefore 
+2 i r(b,*bj-c,*cJ 
Similarly one gets 
To prove the last inequality in Lemma 4.4, we consider the function cp on R 
given by q(t) = tg(t*), i.e., 
q(t) = -rl” for t < -rlf2 
v(t) = t for -y”* < t < r112 1, 
q(t) = r”* for t > r112. 
Since Icp(tl)-q(t,)l < It, - t21 for all t,, t,ER, it follows from 
[7, Proposition I.11 that for any two self-adjoint operators h, k in a finite 
factor 
IlcpV)-cp(k)ll,b IV-kll2. 
Let N @ M2 be the algebra of 2 x 2-matrices over N. For z E N 0 M, , we let 
/lzl12 denote the I/ )I,-norm with respect to the tracial state z’ on NOM, 
given by 
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Define s r ,..., s, and h, ,..., h,E NOM2 by 
for i = l,..., r. Note that s1 ,..., s, are unitary operators and that h ,,..., h, are 
self-adjoint. It is easy to check that 
( 0 hfm+'= (b,b*)"b; (bi*bi)"bF 0 > ' in = 0, 1, 2,... 
so by approximating g(t) uniformly with polynomials on the interval 
CO, II b, II ‘1 one gets 
cp(h,) = g(h;) hi = 
0 g(bT b,) b.7 
g(b;bT 1 b, 0 )=(Z ‘0:). 
For i = l,..., r and k = l,..., n, 
~lh,-s,his~II:=t((Ib;-ukb,u~II:+IIb*-z~kb*u~I(:) 
=~(~~b,u,-u,b;I~~+(Iu,*b~-b~u,*II~) 
= 11 biu, - ukb, 11;. 
In the same way one gets 
Since cp(s,h,s:) = s,cp(h,) s,*, it follows from the remarks in the beginning 
of the proof that 
IIV(hi)-skV(hi)s,* II: d lI’;-SkhiSk* II:’ 
Hence 
i \lcju,-u,cj~I~d i Ilbiu,-u,bill~<3n6 for k=l,...,n. 
i= I i=l 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Assume that Theorem 4.2 fails for a pair (n, E), 
where n E N, and E > 0. Then we can find a sequence (6,),, N of positive 
real numbers such that 6, -+ 0 for m --t co, and two sequences of n-tuples of 
unitaries 
(24’;“’ z4ymtN, (up I..., n ,...1 u?%t N 
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in N, such that for each m EN, the two corresponding n-tuples are 6,- 
related, while 
max{ Ilwu~“‘)- uirn) wllz Ik= l,..., n} b E 
for any unitary w E N and all m E N. 
Let w be a free ultralilter on N, and let N” be the corresponding 
ultrapower of N (cf. [ 11, p. 451]), i.e., 
N” = Z”(N, N)/Z, 
where 
EI”(N, N)I lim ((z,I(~=O . n-w 
N” is a Hi-factor with tracial state 
r,(z)== lim r(z,), n-o 
where (z,),~~ E i”(N, N) is a representing sequence for z E N”. For 
k= l,..., n, we let uk and uk be the unitary operators in N” with 
representing sequences 
Moreover we put 
E N"QM,. 
Let P s N” @ M2 be the set of operators that commute with the n unitary 
operators si,..., s,. It is clear that P is a von Neumann algebra. We will 
prove that the two projections in P given by 
and 
are equivalent projections in P. Since P has a faithful normal tracial state, 
namely, 
dl Xl1 X12 ( 1 X21 XZZ =;(7&II) + 7,(x**)) 
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10 e,, and 10 ez2 are equivalent in P if and only if 
z:(p(lOe,l))=z’,(p(lOe,z)) 
for every central projection in P. 
Let now p E P be a central projection, and let r E N. By Lemma 4.4 we 
can for each m EN choose r operators @‘),..., c!“‘) in N, such that 
i = l,..., r 
k = l,..., n. 
For i = l,..., r we let ci E N” be the operator with representing sequence cl”‘). 
Then clearly 
and 
Put 
f, IIc~u~ - U,Cill~ = 0, k = l,..., n. 
ENWOMB, i = l,..., r. 
Since ciuk = ukci it follows that di commutes with sk for all i and k. Hence 
d , ,..., d, E P. Moreover 
II i dTdi- l@e,, i= I
II 
i did,+-l@ezz 
i=l 
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where the (( I(2-norm on P is defined with respect to the tracial state r:. 
Hence by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
and 
Since p is a central projection, 
T:*(P(~,d:d.))=r:,(pi~,did~))- 
Hence 
Since this holds for al HEN, 
for every central projection p E P, i.e., 10 e,, and 10 eZ2 are equivalent 
projections in P. Let 15 be a partial isometry in P for which 
@*G= 1 @er, and Ii%* = 1 @ez*. 
Then ti is of the form 
0 0 
G= 
( 1 w 0’ 
where w is a unitary operator. Since 6 E P, ik, = s,G, k = l,..., n. Thus 
WUI, = v/( w, k = l,..., n. 
Since w E N” is unitary, we can choose a representing sequence (w@)),~ N 
for w, such that each w@) IS a unitary operator in N (cf. [ll, Proof of 
Lemma 3 and Lemma 81). Then 
lim 11 w(~)u~~) - u~*)w(~)~[ Z = 0 
m-o 
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which contradicts that 
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max{ 11 w’@‘) - rim) w’ll Z 1 k = l,..., n} > E 
for all m EN and all unitary operators w’ EN. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Remark 4.5. The above proof of Theorem 4.1 is partly inspired by Con- 
nes’ proof of [7, Theorem 3.1(d) =E- (a)]. 
5. PROOF OF INJECTIVE =E- HYPERFINITE IN THE II1-C~s~ 
Thanks to the preparations made in Section 3 and Section 4, the proof of 
injective =E- hyperlinite in the II,-case can now be completed along the same 
lines as in the properly infinite case. 
The following lemma appears implicitly in [ 183: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let N he a finite factor with tracial state T, and let h, kE N 
he two positive operators,for which z(h) = z(k). Then there exists a sequence 
(ai), t N of operators in N, such that 
IX, 
h= c a,+a, and k= 2 a,a,* 
z=I i= I 
Proof We can assume that z(h) = z(k) > 0. By the spectral theorem, we 
can choose non-zero projections p, q E N and a, /I E R + , such that clp d h, 
pq < k. Since N is a factor, there is a non-zero partial isometry u EN, such 
that u*u<p, uu*<q. Put y=min{Cr1’2,fl”2} and a=yu. Then a#0 and 
a*a 6 h, aa* <k. 
Now, choose a maximal family (a,),, , of non-zero operators in N, such 
that 
1 a,*a;< h, 
ISI 
:I a,aj+ d k. 
Put h’= h-CiE,a,?ai, k’= k-x:,.,a,a*. Then z(h’)=z(k’). Hence, if 
z(h’) = r(V) >O, the first part of the proof gives a contradiction to the 
maximality of (u~)~~,. Therefore, 
z,atai=h and z1 a,a* = k. 
Since CiG, r(a,?a,) < co, the family (u,)~~, is countable. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let N be a factor of type II,, and let F be a finite- 
dimensional subfactor. Zf T is a completely positive map from F to N, such 
that 
T(l)= 1 and z 0 T(x) = z(x), XEF 
then for every 6 > 0, there exists a sequence (a,)ic N of operators in N, such 
that 
irl a*4 = f, a& = 1 
and 
II T(X) - f a*xa, < 6 IIXII, II x E F. i= 1 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 there exists a finite set of operators bl,..., bd 
in F, such that 
T(x)= i bfxb,, 
i= 1 
x E F. 
Clearly, Cf=, b* bi = 1. Let E, be the conditional expectation of N onto F 
for which 
T 0 Edx) = 7(x), XEN. 
Since, for all x E F, 
it follows that 
E, 
Let (ekl)k,,= 1, ,,m be a system of matrix units for F and let F = F n N be 
the relative cornmutant of F in N. Since N is canonically isomorphic to 
F@ I;“, every x E N can be written in the form 
m 
x= 1 eklXk13 x EW. kl 
k,i= 1 
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Moreover, 
For xkJ E N”, k, I= l,..., m, we have 
Now, choose ck[E N’, k, I = l,..., m, such that 
Since EF(Cfe 1 bib:) = 1 we have 
z(ck,) = I, k=l 
z(ck,) = 0, k # 1. 
Since F’ is again a II,-factor with tracial state z, we can use Dixmier’s 
averaging process [ 10, Part III, Chap. 5, Lemma 41 to find a convex com- 
bination c( of inner automorphisms of F’, 
a= c Ajad(u,) 
j= 1 
such that 
6 
/I dckl) - 6k, 1 iI < - m ~ 2 2 
for k, I = l,..., m. Since u1 ,..., U, are unitary operators in F’, we have 
< f IIekd irn-’ 
k,l= I 
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put b..=A!/*u.b. i= 1 
we haie, f& a/l ‘i E I;“, 
,..-, d, j= l,..., r. Since c;=, Aj = 1, and since uj E F”, 
T(x) = 2 b*xb,= =f i b;xb,. 
i=l is1 j=l 
In particular, 
Moreover, 
i ljuj(Zbib~) u,* - 1 
i=l j=l j=l 
Thus we have proved the existence of a finite set of operators b, ,..., 6, E N 
(p = dr), such that 
T(x)= f b:xb;, XEF 
i=l 
and 
Now, put aj = (1 - 6/2)“*bi, i = l,..., P. Then 
and 
i .i,z,?%(l+;)-’ ‘$ bib,*<1 
i=l i=l 
Applying Lemma 5.1 to 
h=l- i ara, and k=l- 5 qa:, 
i=l i=l 
we can find operators up+ I, up+ *,... in N, such that 
,zl a* a, = ,Tl uiu: = 1 
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The map S from F to N given by 
S(x)= f alxai, XEF 
r=p+l 
is completely positive and S( 1) = (6/2) 1. Therefore (IS]1 = 6/2. Hence for 
x E F, 
II T(x)- f a*xai = i T(x)- S(x) 66 IlxII. i= I II II II 
This proves Proposition 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3. An injective factor N of type II, on a separable Hilbert 
space is hyperfinite. 
Proof: By [22, Chap. IV] it is sufficient o show that for every finite set 
U, ,..., U, of unitaries in N and every E > 0, there exist a finite subfactor F 
and y, ,..., y, E F, such that 
IIYk-~klI,<~~ k = l,..., n. 
So let n E N and let U, ,..., 1.4, EN be unitary operators. We will first show 
that for every 6 > 0, there exist n unitaries v1 ,..., v, in a finite-dimensional 
subfactor of N, such that (Us,..., u,) and (vr,..., v,) are b-related in the sense 
of Definition 4.1. Choose 6’ > 0 such that 6’ + (26’)rj2 < as. By Proposition 
3.5 there exist m EN and two completely positive maps 
S: N-+M,, T:M,-,N 
such that S(l)= 1, T(l)= 1, tr,oS=t, roS=tr,, and 
II To S(u,) - uk II 2 < 6’9 k = l,..., n. 
Put y, = S(u,), k = l,..., n. Then II y, II < 1 and 
k = l,..., n. 
(One can also get the y,‘s directly from Lemma 3.4.) The partial isometry 
in the polar decomposition of y, can be extended to a unitary operator 
vk E M,. We have 
Yk = ukhk where h, = (yz yk)‘j2. 
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Since t* + (1 - t)’ < 1 for 0 < t < 1, 
lb,-Ykll:= Ill -hkll: 
= T(( 1 - hJ2) 
< 1 - z(hZ) 
= 1 - IlYk 11:. 
By the Schwartz inequality for T, 
IIy,II;B IIT(YJI: 
2(Ib~ll~- ll~k- T(y/JllJ* 
> (1 - 6’)2 
3 1 - 26’. 
Hence, 
Using the Schwartz inequality again, we get 
llT(uk)-uk112~ IIT( Vy,)llz+ I/T(.J’,)-~, 112 
d lbk -Yk 112 + 6’ 
< (26’)“2 + 6’ 
6 
<-. 
4 
Since N is a factor of type II 1, we can consider M, as a (unital) subfactor 
F of N. Then tr, is just the restriction of z to N. By Proposition 5.3 we can 
choose operators (ui)isN in N, such that 
f aTa;= z a,a*= 1 
i= I i= I 
and 
Hence, 
II T(x)- f u~xai <; IIxl/, II x E F. i= I 
II f a?vkai-uk 2C;, k= l,..., n. r=l II 
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Thus 
= f ~Ilwkl12+ II o,a,II*-2Rez(u,*a*u,a,)) 
,=l 
Hence (ui ,..., u,) and (ui ,..., u,) are b-related n-tuples of unitaries. Since 6 is 
arbitrary, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that for every E > 0, there exist a 
finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, an n-tuple (u, ,..., u,) of unitaries in F, 
and a unitary operator w E N, such that 
II WU!f - u!A 2 < -% k = l,..., n. 
Hence uk = w*uk w, k = l,..., n, are n unitaries in the finite-dimensional sub- 
factor w*Fw of N, and 
/I4--kl/2<~> k = I,..., n. 
This completes the proof. 
6. COMPLEMENTS 
6.1. On the Uniqueness of the Hyperfinite II,-Factor 
One of the main applications of Connes’ result that injective factors are 
hyperlinite is that, up to isomorphism, there is only one hyperfinite factor 
M of type II m on a separable Hilbert space, namely, M = R @ B(H), where 
R is the hyperfinite II,-factor and H is an infinite-dimensional separable 
Hilbert space (cf. [7, Theorem 7.43). Let us recall the proof: 
Assume that M is a II,-factor on a separable Hilbert space, and that p is 
a finite projection in M, then 
58016212-6 
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M hyperlinite 3 M injective 
*pMp injective II ,-factor 
3 pMp hypertinite II ,-factor 
=s-pMp?R 
=sMzR @ B(H). 
In our approach neither the notion of injectivity nor that of 
semidiscreteness is really needed to prove that Mr R 6 B(H): 
Although injectivity enters (via semidiscreteness) in the proof in 
Lemma 3.4, the only condition on N =pMp needed in the proof of Lemma 
3.4 is: 
(*) For every finite set of u, ,..., U, of unitaries in N, and every E > 0, 
there exist m E N, a completely positive map T from M, to N for which 
T( 1) = 1 and n operators x, ,..., x, E N such that llxk 116 1, and 
IITh--~kllz<~ k = l,..., n. 
If A4 is a hype&rite II,-factor and p is a finite projection in M, it is easy 
to prove directly that the III-factor N =pMp satisfies condition (*) above: 
Let cp be the state on M given by 
W) = WP)? XEM, 
where r is the tracial state on N =pMp. We may assume that M acts on a 
Hilbert space H, such that 
dx) = (X50, to)? XEM 
for a unit vector to E H. Clearly, pto = &,. Let u1 ,..., U, be unitary operators 
in N. As operators in M, they are partial isometries with support and range 
projection equal to p. Let (Fi)j, N be an increasing sequence of linite-dimen- 
sional subfactors of M, such that Uie N F, is strongly dense in M. By 
Kaplansky’s density theorem we can, for any given 6 > 0, choose i E N and 
y, ,..., y, E Fi, such that 
II (Y/f - 4) ccl II < 6 
for k = l,..., n. Put F= Fj and let T: F + N be given by 
T(x) = PXP, x E F. 
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Then T is completely positive T( 1) =p (the identity in N) and 
IIT(u,II,= II(PY~P-u,)~oII 
= IIP(Yk-%) 5011 
< 6. 
Thus N=pMp satisfies condition (*). 
6.2. On Injective Factors of Type III 
Based on the uniqueness of the injective II,-factor and on Krieger’s 
work [Zl], Connes proved that injective factors of type III, are completely 
classified by their “flow of weights” (cf. [7, Corollary 7.61). Moreover he 
proved that for 0 < il < 1, the only injective factor of type III, is the Powers 
factor R, (cf. [7, Theorem 7.71). Our proof of injective = hyperfinite in the 
type III case (Section 2) gives very little information about the structure of 
the factors. However, we have checked that it is possible to prove directly 
that when N is an injective factor of type III,, 0 < 3, < 1, and cp is a normal 
faithful state such that the modular automorphism group (ry has period 
to = -2rc/log A, then there exists an increasing sequence of a:-invariant 
subfactors ( Fi)is N such that Up”= i Fi is strongly dense in N. This implies 
that N is an ITPFI-factor and therefore isomorphic to the Powers factor 
(cf. [l] and [S, Sect. 33). The proof follows the lines of Sections 3,4, and 5, 
and will be presented elsewhere. 
6.3. Extensions to Non-Factors 
In our proof of injective * hypertinite in the properly infinite case (Sec- 
tion 2) the factor condition is not needed at all. This is not very surprising 
since Elliott and Woods proved in [15] that if a properly infinite von 
Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space is hypertinite in the sense 
that it is the strong closure of the union of an increasing sequence of linite- 
dimensional *-subalgebras, then it is also the strong closure of the union of 
an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional factors. 
Using disintegration theory, Connes proved [7, Sect. 61 that an injective 
von Neumann algebra N of type II, on a separable Hilbert space is of the 
form 
N=Z(N) 6 R, 
where Z(N) is the center of N and R is the hypertinite II,-factor. In our 
proof of injective 3 hyperfinite in the II,-case, the factor condition is not 
needed in Sections 3 and 4. The factor condition enters in the proof of 
Proposition 5.2. However, Proposition 5.2 is still valid for non-factors of 
type II, if z is exchanged by the central valued trace, so with a little extra 
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effort it should be possible to prove NrZ(N) 6 R without using dis- 
integration theory. 
6.4. Extensions to von Neumann Algebras on Non-Separable 
Hilbert Spaces 
In [13], Elliott defined a general von Neumann algebra N to be 
“approximately finite dimensional” if, for every finite set xi,..., x, of 
operators in N, and every ultrastrong* neighbourhood U of 0, there exist 
y, ,..., y, in a finite-dimensional subalgebra of N, such that 
xk-ykE u, k = l,..., n. 
Based on Connes’ results for separable Hilbert spaces, Elliott proved that 
for a general von Neumann algebra N, the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) N is injective, 
(2) N is approximately finite dimensional 
(cf. [13, 141). 
It is easily checked that our proof of injective * hyperlinite in the 
separable case also gives a direct proof of ( 1) =S (2) for properly infinite von 
Neumann algebras and for II,-factors on non-separable Hilbert spaces. 
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